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World Premiere Sunday Nov 10, 3:05pm
Also Monday Nov 11, 12:40pm
Cinepolis Chelsea, 260 W 23rd St, between 7th & 8th Aves
https://www.docnyc.net/film/imitating-life-the-audacity-of-suzanne-heintz/
SYNOPSIS
Imitating Life – The Audacity of Suzanne Heintz is about a ‘loud-mouthed’ girl from Yonkers,
who embarks on a strange and entertaining global photographic crusade to challenge persisting
stereotypes about women’s roles and lives. Creating husband and child mannequins,
meticulously dressed and posed to depict archetypes of mid 20th century ideals of family life –
Heintz’s photo shoots engage and disturb the viewer.
Heintz places herself at the center of intricately crafted scenes as the perfect wife and mother
of the mannequin family, provoking re-examination of our most fundamental assumptions.
When she began her work the Internet barely existed, and Heintz did not see herself as an
artist. Almost two decades later, Heintz’s work has a global viral following and her photography
series has led to solo exhibits in Denver and New York, as well as group exhibits in Europe and
Australia.
Weaving candid and humorous behind-the-scenes footage with video diaries and archival
material, our film follows the process and struggle Heintz faces in pursuit of her life’s work.
Unprecedented access invites us to observe her reaction, resistance, and engagement on her
journey - including mannequin wrangling on the streets of Paris, London and New York. As
Heintz is compelled to be louder and more provocative, her resilience is put to the test by alltoo-real life challenges. The result is an intimate and unconventional portrait of an artist whose
work blurs the lines between art and life as our cameras follow a woman racing to triumph in
art, identity and survival.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
We set out to film life through satirical photographer Suzanne Heintz’s lens as a raw, funny and
challenging documentary for audiences that would fall somewhere between Joan Rivers: A
Piece of Work meets Gregory Crewdson: Brief Encounters. Her vulnerability and willingness to
let the audience in to her world, and everyday struggles, is something we can all identify with.
But it is also a very personal filmmaking experience for me and my producing partner Katherine
De Francis. Something that uniquely connects us to our subject is that we all came of age in
the late 70s/early 80s. The three of us have spent the last two decades funneling our creative
energy in to projects using the medium of visual storytelling. From the standpoint of about 25
years each working in multimedia (film/television/online publishing/photography), we have
been part of a generation of women edging their way forward in previously male dominated
spheres and riding along the wave of decades old 'equal rights' campaigns. We thought that was
all over and done with. Along the way, we have also found ourselves wary participants in the
Internet Age.
So, following Suzanne Heintz’s photographic crusade on the frontlines of a massive online/
‘selfie’ culture has really been eye-opening. Heintz’s commitment to creating ‘art for good’
spans more than 15 years and her approach is reminiscent of pioneering female comedians like
Carol Burnett and Joan Rivers. They all show us that it is still very important to keep on shouting
and making a fuss – sometimes take on different personas, wear outrageous clothing, and not
be afraid to look grotesque or garner controversy. Suzanne Heintz is doing this in her own unique
way with her mannequin-wrangled perfect family scenes of self portraiture.
We believe Heintz’s strong persona, unstoppable will, and inspiring story as cancer survivor and
art activist will open doors for outreach partnerships and connect with audiences everywhere.
Our work as nonfiction storytellers is based on the principle that women’s stories are not niche
as Oscar winning actresses have had to remind the crowd. We need stories about strong,
confident women doing groundbreaking work in the mainframe, where they can inspire others
and encourage women to own their voice.
BIOGRAPHIES
KAREN WHITEHEAD , director/producer/writer credits on IMITATING LIFE - the audacity of
Suzanne Heintz is an independent filmmaker originally from London, UK. Karen is an
accomplished journalist and former television producer / director. Karen’s TV producing and
directing work includes The Big Story for ITV and journalism training films for the BBC. Since
living in the US, Karen has produced a film on the history of the Berlin Wall for the Newseum,
in Washington, DC as well as created several documentary style advocacy videos for non-profits.
She is also a recipient of a CINE Golden Eagle Award for directing a short film, “Woodlawn
Redux” (2008). Her award-winning documentary feature directorial debut, Her Aim Is True,
(2013), revealing the hidden story of pioneer rock photographer, Jini Dellaccio played to sold
out film festival screenings including Seattle International Film Festival, Tacoma Film Festival,
(winning the audience award), Hot Springs Documentary Film Festival and Tallgrass Film

Festival. Eddie Vedder “Pearl Jam” supported the film’s Kickstarter campaign and came on
board as executive producer. The film is a co-production with Avro TV (Netherlands), and
distributed worldwide by Gravitas Ventures. Karen has also served on the Board of Women In
Film and Video, including two years as the Executive Vice President, mentoring young
filmmakers, and supporting professional development and programming in the Washington DC
Metro area. More of Karen’s filmography and ‘behind the camera’ mission statement at
http://www.furfacefilm.com
KATHERINE WILKINS DE FRANCIS, producer/executive producer/writer credits on IMITATING
LIFE - the audacity of Suzanne Heintz, is a veteran media professional (US and UK), who
returned to her roots in independent film in 2010. She got her start at Virgin Vision in London
in the exciting early 1980s. After 30 years specializing in development and marketing for major
publishing enterprises (PRIMEDIA, Mirror Group Newspapers) and high tech start-ups during the
dot.com boom (YouBet.com, acquired by Churchill Downs), she turned her business strengths
and passion for a good story to producing film/visual media projects about people in the arts especially stories that sit just under the radar and need to be heard and recognized. Katherine
produced her first feature-length documentary, Don’t Ask Me Questions: the unsung life of
Graham Parker and the Rumour (2013), with Grammy-nominated director Michael Gramaglia
(The Ramones: End of the Century). Don’t Ask Me Questions was broadcast on BBC 4, screened
at film festivals in Europe and the US, and was released through Virgil Films in the US. In 2015,
Katherine produced “Chalkie Davies – the NME Years,” a major retrospective of the renowned
music photographer at the National Museum of Wales. This was accompanied by a BBC Wales
documentary, Chalkie Davies: Rock Photographer (2015), broadcast on BBC Wales and BBC 4.
Katherine has served on the Board of Women in Film & Video (Washington DC), assuming roles
of Exec VP, Liaison/Women in Film & TV International, and she is currently Chair of the
organization’s year-long 40th Anniversary program.
Editor PIPPA McBRIDE has over twenty years experience as an editor, from documentaries to
commercials. Most recently, she completed “Smithsonian Time Capsule: Beyond Stonewall” for
the 50th anniversary of the Stonewall Riots. Her work has won many awards, including the Alfred
I. duPont-Columbia University Award, the Edward R. Murrow Award for Best Documentary, and
the New York Festival’s World’s Best TV & Films Gold Medal Award for National Geographic’s
“America: Liberian Dream?”.
Cinematographer PIERRE KATTAR is an Emmy award-winning video journalist and filmmaker.
As a backpack journalist, he reports, writes, shoots, edits and produces news videos and
documentary films all over the world. Since 1999, Pierre’s work has won numerous awards
including two Emmys, a Peabody, Scripps Howard foundation, Casey Journalism Center and
three RTNDA Edward R. Murrow awards. Kattar was named “Editor of the year” in 2007 by the
White House News Photographers Association.

PRODUCTION STILLS
https://www.dropbox.com/s/gii03ewwuretnax/ImitatingLife_KarenWhitehead1.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/6cg1ten7txen2xd/ImitatingLife_KarenWhitehead2.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/8updze7o1bar585/ImitatingLife_KarenWhitehead3.jpg?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/g1o9ptgihvshazn/4.%20ImitatingLife_KarenWhitehead.jpg?dl=0
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIIONS:
RUNNING TIME: 67 MINUTES (VERSIONS AVAILABLE)
ASPECT RATIO: 16:9
FORMAT: HD, COLOR & 5.1 SURROUND SOUND
SCREENING FORMATS: DCP
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH

SUZANNE HEINTZ: IN HER OWN WORDS

http://www.playinghouseproject.com/about/
My own home was the backdrop for the first images. Over the next decade, scenes of an idyllic
home life eventually extended into a series of Holiday Greetings, as a satirical response to
annual family photo cards. However, the project took a turn after taking them on a road trip. I
saw the potential in shooting in Public. Seeing me work with the Mannequins is such a
peculiar and funny thing to witness, that people are immediately disarmed. As soon as that
happens, their mind is open and impressionable. Using humor, paired with shock, allows my
message to penetrate, and the work can have greater impact. The aim is to get people to
reconsider their stubborn allegiance to traditional life expectations.
Ozzie & Harriet are dead. So why is this antiquated idea still affecting our image of marriage?
It is the reason why this Series is named “Life Once Removed.” A family relation, a generation
apart, is “once removed.” So is our relationship with our path in Life. It’s passed on by the
previous generation, once removed from our own. Why do we cling to past tradition as the
measure of success in the present?
This is a weird time in Women’s History. Don’t get me wrong, I’m pleased as punch that I was
born when I was. I have more choices and opportunities than any generation of Women before
me, but our roles have never been more complicated by deeply ingrained mixed messages,
from both previous and present generations. The term “perfect” is no longer used to describe
what we’re all striving to be. Now it is called, “fulfilled.” But for Women, the path to fulfillment
is not through one thing, it’s through all things; Education, Career, Home, Family,
Accomplishment, Enlightenment. If any one of those things is left out, it’s often perceived that
there’s something wrong with your life. We are somehow never enough, just as we are. Even if
we do have a finger in each of those pies, there is never enough time to do any of them to our
satisfaction. We are constantly set up by our expectations to feel as though we are missing
something.

I thought it was high time to call this nonsense out publicly, because this notion of
insufficiency is not just about me, nor exclusively about Women in regards to Marriage. It’s
about anyone whose life doesn’t look the way it “should.” Rarely does anyone’s life turn out
the way it was expected, and if by some miracle it does, what they expected isn’t what they
thought it was. I’m simply trying to get people to open up their minds, and quit clinging to
outdated assumptions of what a successful life looks like. I want people to lighten up on each
other, and themselves, and embrace their lives for who it’s made them, with or without the
Mrs., PhD. or Esq. attached to your name.

